1st Day
07.07.2017

08:00 Registration
09:30 Opening of the conference

- Maxim Stepanov, Governor of the Odessa region
- Vladimir Omelyan, Minister of Infrastructure of Ukraine
- Olga Trofimtseva, Deputy Minister of Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine on European Integration Issues
- Raivis Veckagans, Acting CEO at Ukrainian Seaports Authority
- Andrey Stavnitser, CEO of “TIS Group of Terminals”

* List on the coordination, changes in the program are possible

10:00-11:20 Session 1: Global trends in agriculture
Moderator - Elena Voloshina, Head of IFC Ukraine

- Darren Cooper, Senior Economist/Commodities Analyst, International Grains Council, UK
  “Global grains and oilseeds markets – some observations and what to expect in 2017/18”

- Tamas Benko, Head of corn trading in Europe&Africa, Cargill International SA, Switzerland
  “Ukraine’s position in the Global corn markets”

- Ivanna Dorichenko, Partner at Integrites, UK
  “Lessons of the past trading season: issues to remember and trends to watch”

- Andrei Agapi, Sr. Grains Analyst at S&P Global Platts and Jeffry Kuijpers, Executive Director, CME Group, UK
  “Black Sea Grains pricing mechanics and the new derivative landscape”

*Questions

11:20-11:40 Coffee-break

11:40-13:50 Round table “Land reform: from emotions to understanding”
11:40-12:00 Presentation of the results of the starting session of the foresight "Land answer". Valery Pekar
12:00-13:30 Round table. Moderator of the discussion - Valery Pekar

Speakers and experts of the round table:

- Oleksii Mushak, People’s Deputy, Member of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine Committee on Agrarian Policy and Land Relations
- Andrey Gordiychuk, Founder of the Svarog West Group corporation,
member of the Ukrainian agrarian business presidium, the International Chamber of Commerce Ukrainian National Committee Vice-president for the agro-industrial complex

- **Sergey Fursa**, Specialist of sales of debt securities, Dragon capital
- **Vadym Ivchenko**, People's Deputy of Ukraine
  Deputy Chairman of the Verkhovna Rada Committee on Agrarian Policy and Land Relations
- **Vladyslava Rutystska**, Member of the Ukraine National Council for Reforms
- **Ivan Miroshnichenko**, People's Deputy of Ukraine, Member of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine Committee on Agrarian Policy and Land Relations
- **Andrey Dlygach**, Co-Founder of the "Nova Krajina" Civil Platform, associate professor at the Kyiv National University named after Taras Shevchenko and AdvanterGroup General Director
- **Daniil Pasko**, Founder of Easy Business
  Chairman of the “Nova Poshta” Supervisory Board, Corporate Governance Committee Chairman
- **Pavlo Rizanenk**, People's Deputy of Ukraine
  Chairperson of the subcommittee on securities, stock market, activity of rating agencies and e-commerce of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine Committee on Financial Policy and Banking
- **Yuriy Kovalchuk**, Director for Corporate Investments at Kernel
- **Anatoly Miroshnichenko**, Member of the High Council of Justice
- **Vladislav Vinyarskij**, Deputy Director General for Strategy and Development of the UkrAgroCom Group of Companies
- **Sevki Acuner**, Director of the EBRD Office in Ukraine
- **Artem Belenkov**, Director of SmartFarming
- **Yuriy Petruk**, Head of the Board AgTech Ukraine
- **Roman Hrab**, Chief of UCAB expert group, Expert on land issues
- **Pavel Kukhta**, Deputy Chairman of the Strategic Group of Advisers to the Cabinet of Ministers

**13:30-14:30 Lunch**

**14:30-15:50 Session 2: Consumption Markets**

*Moderator - Nikolai Gorbachev, President of the Ukrainian Grain Association*

- **Jeffery Xu**, General Manager at Overseas China Investment Limited, China
  «Review on 4 Systematic Crises of Soybean Import Industry in China Since 1996»

- **Karen Braun**, Global Agriculture Columnist for Thomson Reuters, USA
  «Global trends in key grain suppliers and consumers»
● Damien Plan, Directorate General for Agriculture and Rural Development at European Commission, Belgium  
  *Topic is currently under discussion*

● Bogdan Tymkiv, Founder AgroChart.com, Switzerland  
  "World trade flows of grain and oilseeds: the role of the Black Sea region in their distribution"

*Questions*

15:00 Black Sea port: Presentation of the investment project  
Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine, Administration of Ukraine Sea Port

15:50-17:20  Session 3: Origination Markets  
Moderator - Sergey Vovk, Director of the Center for Transport Strategies

● Ezequiel Hajnal, Director, Agrosud S.A, Argentina  
  "South American grain markets"

● Olga Trofimtseva, Deputy Minister of Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine on European Integration Issues  
  *Topic is currently under discussion*

● Marcelo Neri, Managing Director at Alphamar Shipping Agency and Arthur Neto, Partner - Director, Alphamar Shipping Agency, Brasil  
  "Overview of Brazilian grain logistics"

● Daniel Donner, Senior Vice President, AGI, Canada  
  "Similarities in grain infrastructure developments in both countries (Brazil and Ukraine)"

*Questions*

17:20-17:40  Coffee-break

17:40-19:00  Session 4: Investments and financing of agribusiness  
Moderator - Yuriy Vachel, People's Deputy of Kyiv City Council

● David Hightower, President “The Hightower Report”, USA  
  "Return of funds to Commodities, The Reflation Trend and the Prospect of a Weaker Dollar and the currency influence on Grains"

● Oleksandr Artiushyn, Vice President, Senior Originator Food and Agriculture Business at Swiss Re Corporate Solutions, Switzerland  
  "Risk management solutions across the agribusiness supply chain"

● Olivier Bouillet, CEO Agritel International, France  
  "The consequences of the Ukrainian grain production growth on pricing within..."
Cedric Hermann, Managing Partner, EUROPE Insurance Brokers, Belgium

«New innovative agricultural insurance solutions: Hedging commodities with price insurance and managing drought with soil moisture index insurance»

*Questions

19:00 Closing of the first day
Evening cocktail Supported by Ag Growth International

20:00 - 00:00: Gala Event Night by GSI
Band “Monkey Juice”
Shantel (Germany)
DJ Ravin from Buddha Bar (Paris)
Dress-code: cocktail
2d Day
08.07.2017

11:00 Opening of the second day of the conference Week-end by Risoil S.A. Location: Beach Club “Plagenick”

Dress-code: beach-casual (Do not forget sunblock, on Grain Ukraine it's always hot!)

In Programme:
  ● Morning Cocktail
  ● Volleyball match
  ● Tournament Latifundia
  ● Time for informal communication

17:00 Closing of Grain Ukraine 2017